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ing fires or to quicken a slow fire. Don’t bile drivers. The plan is to be recommend
use liquid polishes near open lghts. Many ed, surely. If anything needs standardiza
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such compounds contain volatile inflam tion that has not already been reduced to
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He tries faithfully to do better work than the
mable oils. Don’t go into closets with light that common plane, it is signals of auto
Next to Carkin Gleaning Wor
fellow who is only working for small wages.
ed matches or candles. Remember that mobile drivers. No two drivers have ever
Here Every Wcd.'esday
When you are not satisfied for any reason, Earle
there is always danger in the discarded been known to employ the same signals.
owns the place and is anxious to have you
cigarette and cigar stub.
But such a code of signals, however
pleased.
DR. ELLA WIGHT
practical and standardized, cannot take
DR. C. J. WIGHT
DON’T PLAY WITH FIRE
the place of common sense, which every
CHIROPRACTORS
driver was supposed to have been endow
Rheumatism, Neuritis, Stomaci
Protection against fire does not lie ed with at the beginning of his earthlv
Liver and Intestinal Troubles
alone in highly-trained hosemen, shining career. The “supposed to have been” will
Delayed Menstruation
chemcal engines and inexhaustible water be understood by every automobile driver.
supplies. Safety against fire lies far back Laws, regulations, codes, edicts can
of that, in straight-out, hard thinking, in never compel an individual to do that
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anticipation, the highest form of creative do, but doesn’t. A standardized code of
intelligence. In avoiding loss by fire, an automobile signals will not be hard to
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ounce of gray matter is better than rivers adopt; it will never be used by 90 per
of water.
cent of automobile drivers.
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But the only thing that burns these facts
home, it seems, is fire itself. That is why,
WE ARE ALL AMERICANS
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ing
mention week it is inescapable Learned editorials in big metropolitan
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that he who would catch the public ear newspapers, discussing the inferiority com
must talk in terms of holocausts. We can plex of farmers as a class, lead to no good
end fires, some day, if we plan right, result.
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build right, and utilize the proper agencies
Perhaps this" complex is more marked!
of government to safeguard us from new as a characteristic on the part of the]
DENTIST
hazards.
farm critics, for city folks show woeful
In the meantime the humblest of us lack in general knowledge of “country”
Ore;
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can protect our shop, our office, our home affairs.
by using the most elementary forms of
A great many “farmers” have become1
MARK EVERY GRA\
precaution.
experts and prospered in dairying, stock,
Memorials in Granite and Mi
We can be careful with matches. Mat raising, fruit and truck gardening, in suite;
At Reduced Prices
WRITE FOR partícula:
ches and careless smokers were responsi of metropolitan jibes of hicks and rubes.
ble for a loss of $90,000,000 in a recent The people of Our Country, including
MRS. M. N. LEWIS &
Fourth and MAin St.
Hills
five-year period. We can be careful with journalists and syndicate writers, better
electricity, avoiding cheap fittings and conclude that we are all Americans, with
improper connections. Electricity was re constantly changing habits "and classes of
PORTLAND - VERNO
sponsible for an $85,000,000 loss in the occupations.
same period. We can be careful with The farmers and country-bred people
Truck Line
stoves, furnaces, chimneys and flues, may make un the majority of medium and
which burned out $125.000,000 of wealth smaller-sized cities one day, while the
INSURED CARRIE
from 1915 to 1920. We can remember not
<rress;vo and enterprising dwellers and
to pile rubbish and litter in our cellars. tillers of the soil are »coming more and
Vernonia Office
Rubbish piles cost us three-quarters of a more from the cities.—Manufacturer.
At the Brazing Works on
million dollars a year. We can banish the
Avenue.
open light. We pay a million a id a half Straw hats are always cheap at the
Phone MAin 343
every twelve months for the privilege of wrong time of the year.
its treacherous inefficiency.
Working like a horse is much better
Portland Office
than loafing like a jackass.
Auto Freight Termi
THE GOOD MONTH
First thought is a product of the mind;
E. Water and Yamhill St
second thought more frequently is a pro-[
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The poets have ever sung the praises of duct of cold feet.
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